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 A DETERMINATION OF ALL POSSIBLE SYSTEMS OF STRICT
 IMPLICATION.
 By MORGAN WARD.
 10. It is known that the postulates chosen by C. I. Lewis for his " system
 of strict implication " t are not categorical, since three distinct types of such
 a system have been shown to exist.. I shall prove here that the three types
 already discovered are the only ones possible. The inclusion of an additional
 modal postulate . will therefore make the system categorical, and allow it
 to be exhibited as a four-valued truth-value system. The corresponding
 entscheidung problem may then be solved by the matrix method.
 20. In what follows, the decimal numeration 11. 01-20. 01 refers to
 Symbolic Logic, Chapter VI. We shall modify Lewis' notation as follows. We
 use + instead of v to denote logical addition, p' for , p and p* for - <> p.
 We shall refer to the system of strict implication as (the system) E.
 TABLE I.
 The System >.
 Primitive Ideas Postulates
 P,p',<>p,pq,p=q. 11. pq qp
 11.2pq p<P
 Definitions 11. 3 p - pp
 11. 01 p + q (p'q')' 11. 4 (pq) p p (qr)
 11. 02 pt q* (pq")* 11.5 p. (PI).
 11. 03 p q- :pq q p 11. 6 p q q<g pt
 19. 01 <> pq < <> p
 20. 01 (3 p, q) : (p -< q)' (p q')'
 It is also assumed that the system is closed with respect to the unary
 operations p' <> p and the binary operation pq. The equality relation = of
 the primitive ideas has the usual properties.? In the present abstract treat-
 ment, 11. 03 may be looked upon as a condition upon the relation < .
 261
 t It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the contents of Chapters VI and
 VII of C. I. Lewis and C. H. Langford's book, Symbolic Logic (New York, 1932), where
 a detailed account is given both of the system of strict implication and the matrix
 method as applied to truth-value systems. We shall refer to this book as Symbolic Logic.
 $ Syymbolic Logic, Appendix II.
 ? As given, for example, in E. V. Huntington's paper, "Postulates for the algebra
 of logic," Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 35 (1933), pp. 279-280.
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 262 MORGAN WARD.
 3?. THEOREAI.t The system :, is a Booleamt algebra int which p + q anzd
 pq ar e the operations of addition and multiplication, and p' is the negation of p.
 The following set of postulates for a Boolean algebra is given by Hunting-
 ton in his Transactions paper, page 280. We presuppose a class K of elements
 p, q, r, - * a unary operation p', a binary operation + and an equality rela-
 tion = which we identify with the corresponding entities of >
 H0[20. 1, 20. 11] K contains at least two distinct elements.
 H2[11. 01] If p and q are in the class K, then p + q is in the class K.
 H2[13. 11] p+q=q+p.
 H3[13. 4] (p + q) + r =p + (q + r)
 H4[13. 31] p + p p.
 H5[18. 2] (p' + q')' + (p' + q)' = p.
 Def. H6[11. 01, 12. 3] pq = (p'q')'.
 The numbers in square brackets refer to the corresponding theorems in
 Symbolic Logic.
 40. THEOREM. If the system of strict implication is interpreted as a
 tr uth-value system with a finite number of tr uth-values nl, n2, , nk, then
 ni, n2, , * * n nmk mUst for m a Boolean algebr-a $ with r espect to the oper ations
 of addition, multiplication and negation derived fr om the matrices for
 p + q, pq and p'.
 For suppose that the matrices for p' and p + q are
 p p' p q ni n2 . . . nk
 ni #1 it, (11 (12 . . . Zl,k
 n2 /32 n2 (21 (22 * 2k
 nk 8k nk ckl ak2 * akk
 where each ac and /8 stands for a definite truth-value n. We then define the
 operations of negation and addition over ni, n2, . . ., nk by
 n' , , n, + nj os,> (i I* *k
 and it is immediately obvious that the conditions H0 - H6 of section 30 are
 all satisfied.
 t For a detailed analysis of the correspondence between I and a Boolean algebra,
 see E. V. Huntington, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 40 (October,
 1934), pp. 729-735.
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 COROLLARY. The number of truth-values in any representation of . as a
 truth-value system is either infinite or a power- of 2.
 Let us use the letters a and E to stand for designated values t and un-
 designated values in $ respectively. Then a and E combine in 03 as follows:
 TABLE II.
 Combination of Truth-Values.
 + a EX a
 a a E E E E e a
 For example, the second table tells us that the product of two designated
 values is a designated value, the product of a designated value and an un-
 designated value is an undesignated value, and so on.
 These facts result from the obvious propositions of Y
 p- q: p: p+q pq; pq': p P+q' (p'q)'; P (P')'.
 50. We consider now the possible representations of Y as a four-valued
 truth-value system. In accordance with the results of section 40, we may take
 for the set of truth-values $ the four numbers I, 2, 3 and 6, which form a
 Boolean algebra if addition and multiplication are taken as the operations of
 finding the greatest common divisor and least common multiple, while negation
 is defined by 1' = 6, 2' = 3.
 TABLE III.
 Truth-Values of p', p* and so on.
 p p, p* p-+ P pp/' pp'* <>P
 1 6 a 1 6 d a'
 2 3 b 1 6 d b'
 3 2 c 1 6 d c'
 6 1 d 1 6 d d'
 There are in all 44 - 256 such interpretations of > conceivable obtained
 by giving each of a, b, c, d, its four possible values 1, 2, 3, or 6. We shall use
 the definitions and postulates of > in Table I to reduce this number to eight.
 From Table III, we see that t
 (i) d A- O;; (ii 6 AL A. (;;: 1
 6
 t Symbolic Logic, pp. 231-233.
 t We use the letter "s a" to stand for some designated value. Thus 6 z 0 means
 that 6 is not a designated value, and a.b, ac, ad - 0 would mean that ab, ac, and ad
 are all designated values.
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 264 MORGAN WARD.
 From the last theorem of 40 and (ii) we see that
 (iv) if 2 = , 3#O; if 3=a, 21=a.
 TABLE IV.
 Matrices for pq, pq' and so on.
 pq pq' p -<q q <p P j q
 1236 6321 dc ba dddd d dc ab da
 2266 6622 ddbb cdcd dc d bc b d
 3636 6363 dcdc bb dd ab b c d dc
 6666 6666 dddd a bcd da bd dc d
 Now since equality over I is definiecd as log,ical equivalence,f p q when
 and only when p and q have the samue truth-values. Therefore, we infer from
 the matrix for p q that ad, bc, bd, cd 4 0. Hence by (i) and Table II,
 (v) a, b, c =A 0.
 From (v), (i) and (iii), we see that
 (vi) a,b,c =/d (vii) a,b,c#,1.
 TABLE V.
 The Principle of the syllogism.
 p q q' p-< q p p<q Pp-<q: q' 11.7=(pp-<q: q')*
 I 1 6 d d 6 d
 1 2 3 c c 3c (3c)*
 1 3 2 b b 2b (2b )*
 1 6 1 a a a a*
 2 1 6 d 2d 6 d
 2 2 3 d 2d 6 d
 2 3 2 b 2b 2b (2b)*
 2 6 1 b 2b 2b (2b)*
 3 1 6 d 3d 6 d
 3 2 3 c 3c 3c (3c)*
 3 3 2 d 3d 6 d
 3 6 1 c 3c 3c (3c)*
 6 1 6 d 6 6 d
 6 2 3 d 6 6 d
 6 3 2 d 6 6 d
 6 6 1 d 6 6 d
 t Lewis anid Langford, pp. 123-124.
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 From the last column of Table V, we see that
 (viii) a*, (2b)*, (3c)* = 0.
 I say that a 6. For by (vii), a 1. And if a =2 or 3, by (viii),
 a*- 2* or a* = 3*. Hence a* b or c, = a contradicting (v).
 I say that b 3 or b 6. For by (vii), b 7 1. And if b 2, then
 by (viii), (2b)* 2* - b 2 a contradicting (v).
 Finally, c =2 or c = 6. For by (vii), c 7L1. And if c =3, then by
 (viii) (3c) * - 3* = c 3 = a contradicting (v).
 We cannot have b 3 and c = 2. For then d = 1 by (ii) and (v).
 Hence <> p = p' and Ev will degenerate into a system of material implica-
 tion, contradicting 20. 01.
 We summarize our results in the following
 THEOREM. There are at most eight possible four-valued systems of stict
 implication, distinguished by the tr-uth-values of <> p; namely
 TABLE VI.
 Possible Systems E.
 p <> P (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
 6 6 2 6 3 6 6 3 2
 Designated
 Values t 1, 3 1, 3 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 3
 These systems may be grouped into four pairs, (7) and (8.); (1) and
 (3); (5) and (6); (2) and (4); which are permuted into one another by
 the interchange of the truth-values 2 and 3, and are hence not essentially
 distinct. Finally, the four pairs are immediately seen to agree with the
 systems called Group I, Group II, Group III and Group V, in Appendix II of
 Symbolic Logic.
 I have verified that the first three pairs satisfy all the postulates of >,
 while the last pair satisfy all the postulates save 19. 01, as was first proved by
 W. T. Parry, M. Wajsberg and P. Henle.. I shall denote these three systems
 of strict implication by >1, 2,, :3-
 t Obtained by (i), (ii) and (iv).
 t Symbolic Logic, footnote, page 492.
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 60. It remains to show that there is no representation of > as a truth-
 value system of finite order t essentially distilnet from Y., :2 and >3.
 Suppose that a representation of Y as a truth-value system maps Y upon
 a Boolean algebra tN of order 2N, N> 3 such that all the postulates of Y
 are satisfied in accordance with the matrix methocl.
 Let N generating elements of the algebra SN be o,, a<, , aN. Since
 N> 3, we see from Table II that there are at least two generators which are
 both designated values, or at least two generators which are undesignated
 values. With a proper choice of notation, we may assume that o,, a2 are
 such a pair.
 Now every element v of the algebra ON may be uniquely represented in
 the form
 ( 1) V g le3_2 e2 . . . a:NeN
 where the exponents e are either zero or one, and by convention, the universal
 element of tN is denoted by 1, a- = 1.
 Consider now the effect of equating a, and a,. Anl inspection of Table II
 and (1) shows us that this operation does not convert any designated value
 into an undesignated value, or vice versa. Hence the truth-value table estab-
 lishing the validity of any one of our postulates for E in ON, is uiaffected
 by the operation.:
 This operation, however, throws tN into a Boolean algebra SN-1 of order
 2N-1 on which Y is, therefore, mapped. On repeating this process T - 2 times,
 we obtain a mapping upoIl the Booleani algebra 02. Oni retracing our steps
 from 02 to $3 to 0, and so on to VN, we see that we have a multiple iso-
 morphism between OZ3N and 02 which preserves the assertion values of all the
 postulates for .. Hence, the mapping on tN is not essentially distinct from
 one of the three possible mappings on 02.
 INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY.
 t The question of whether representations of I as a truth-value system of infinite
 order exist is left open.
 $ The reader may find it helpful to glance back at Table V. In the mapping over
 ON' 1, 2, 3, 6, will be replaced by the 2AN elements of $N. However, the elements on
 the extreme right of Table V which are all designated values of $N' will remain
 designated values after equating al and a,
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